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ABSTRACT

A new modi�cation of sigma �lter is proposed and tested
in this paper� This modi�cation is suitable for process�
ing images corrupted by Gaussian multiplicative and
impulsive noises and it avoids some typical disadvan�
tages of the standard sigma �lter while possessing robust
properties� The test images include both simulated and
real radar images� It is seen that the proposed modi��
cation provides improved speckle suppression e�ciency
and less bias for homogeneous regions of images�

� INTRODUCTION

Sigma �lter� introduced and investigated by Lee ���� is
a useful tool for processing of images corrupted by ad�
ditive or multiplicative Gaussian noise having relatively
small variances ��o and ���� respectively� Its main ad�
vantage is the ability to preserve well edges and �ne
details� Another is that it can be easily implemented
in software and hardware� �	�� However� the standard
sigma �lter when applied to processing of images cor�
rupted by a mixture of Gaussian multiplicative noise

with relative variance ��� � ���� and impulsive noise

spikes does not perform well because� � it gives bi�
ased estimates of the levels of homogeneous regions� �
it is unable to eliminate impulsive noise� These obsta�
cles explain why the basic sigma �lter was recommended
only for processing of locally active 
i�e�� corresponding
to to edges and �ne details fragments as a component
of hard switching adaptive �ltering algorithms� ���� The
purpose of this paper is to present a new modi�cation
of sigma �lter which avoids the undesirable e�ects men�
tioned above� First� in Section � the main principles of
the modi�ed sigma �lter operation are described and�
then� in the next section the quantitative estimates and
comparison results are presented� They prove the e��
ciency of the proposed approach for both simulated and
real radar remote sensing data�

� MODIFIED SIGMA FILTER

The image and noise model considered is described as
follows
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where Iij is the ij�th pixel value of the original noisy im�
age� �ij de�nes the multiplicative noise component hav�
ing mean value equal to ��� and variance ���� I

t
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the true image pixel intensity value� pimp is the prob�

ability of spike noise� I imp
ij denotes the image value for

pixels corrupted by impulsive noise� As it is known� ����
the main idea of sigma �lter is to form ���neighborhood
of the central pixel value of the scanning window� to
determine the corresponding sample element values be�
longing to this neighborhood and their number N and
then to average these N elements� These operations can
be expressed in the following way
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where Ifij is the �lter output� X l
ij and Xu

ij denote the
lower and upper bounds of ���neighborhood interval�
NA � 
�K � �
�L� � de�nes the size of the scanning
window aperture which is supposed to be rectangular�
Nij � N � Naturally� instead of ���neighborhood one
can use ���neighborhood� but the decrease of � results
in worse noise suppression e�ciency and for � � � the
�ltering algorithms edge��ne detail preservation prop�
erties become poor� That is why � � �� is usually con�
sidered to be the best trade�o�� It is seen from 
� that
the greater Iij is the wider is the ���neighborhood� Just



this obstacle leads to the fact that for the case of mul�
tiplicative noise the bias of image homogeneous regions
average level for basic sigma �lter output occurs� It can
reach �dB for �� approaching to ���� The other dis�
advantage which stimulated our interest to sigma �lter
performance improvement is its rather poor e�ciency
of noise suppression as well as an unability to eliminate
spikes� One more interesting phenomenon peculiar to
the basic sigma �lter is that increasing the scanning win�
dow size does not lead to noise improvement of suppres�
sion e�ciency proportional to NA� This improvement
appears to be of lower order�
The proposed modi�ed sigma �lter applies the algo�

rithm described by 
�� 
�� 
� at the �rst step� but the
averaging 
� is not performed during this stage� The
next step is to compareNij with a predetermined integer
value M e�g� � or �� If Nij �M � it means that� proba�
bly� there is the spike in the central pixel� Thus� in this
case some robust small aperture �lter should be used�
Certainly� if Nij � M the corresponding pixel can be�
long to a high contrast edge� but� as it will be seen from
following considerations� the mistake resulting from such
simpli�ed procedure of �spike detection� does not result
in performance failure of the proposed algorithm� Now�
for the case in paper ��� we proposed to calculate the me�
dian value for eight pixels surrounding the central one�
Here we suggest to computemed
x�medij ���medij � Iij�
where x and � indicate the con�gurations of two 	�
element cross�shape subapertures� We consider that this
variant is characterized by better edge and detail preser�
vation properties while being only a little less robust
than the median� It is also obvious that the median�
type �lters described above are edge�detail preserving
as well� thus� the problem of mistake in �classi�cation�
does not matter much� IfNij happens to be greater than
M � another algorithm is proposed� One has to count the
numbers Kg and Kl of sample 
window pixel values

belonging to the primary ���neighborhood which are
respectively greater and less than Iij � Then� if Kg � Kl

one is to �nd the maximal value maxij among all the
pixel values belonging to the scanning window and the
primary neighborhood determined by 
�� After this the
new neighborhood is derived as

X ln
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� � ����X

un
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Otherwise� minimal value minij is to be computed in
the similar way and one gets the new neighborhood as

X ln
ij � minij �X

un
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� � ���	
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Then again the elements in the new neighborhood are
found and averaged� The corresponding formulae are
simple and analogous to 
�� 
� and 
�� In fact the rela�
tionship between Kg and Kl for homogeneous image re�
gions indicates to what side the neighborhood interval is
to be shifted in order to better deal with the central part
of gaussian distribution� Obviously� in any case maxij

is not greater than Xu
ij � minij � X l

ij and the average

di�erences jXu
ij �maxij j and jX

l
ij �minij j usually in�

crease when the di�erence jIij� Itij j becomes greater� It
occurs because� for a homogeneous region characterized
by Gaussian distribution the sample values are placed
more sparcely in distribution tail areas� Therefore� the
greater jIij � Itij j is� the greater 
in statistical sense
should be the shifting of the new neighborhood to the
center of distribution in respect to primary neighbor�
hood� Because of the expansion of the neighborhood
and its shift to the center 
mean value for homogeneous
regions the algorithm essentially decreases the remain�
der bias and the �uctuation variance 
approximately by
��	 and ��� times� respectively�

It may seem that the proposed modi�cation is much
more complicated than the basic one and this algorithm
can be classi�ed as hard switching adaptive one� ����
where Nij plays the role of adaptation parameter and
M implies the threshold� While this is true it is also
known that data�dependent adaptive image �lters per�
form better than other ones� �	�� Another bene�t is that
the computational speed of modi�ed sigma �lter can be
improved by� � use of look�up tables for calculation
of Xu

ij � X
l
ij � X

un
ij � X

ln
ij � � use of running data sorting al�

gorithms � in fact� all the scanning window image pixel
values which belong to the primary neighborhood belong
to the new one as well� and so it is necessary to take into
consideration only few values that belong to the inter�
val �X ln

ij � X
l
ij � if Kg � Kl and �Xu

ij � X
un
ij � if Kg � Kl�

for already sorted 
ordered sample it is very easy to
do� � computations of median�type �lter output being

accepted as Ifij when Nij � M can be done in parallel�
fast hardware and�or software implementations of these
kinds of �lters can be easily designed as analogs of FIR
median hybrid �lter implementations� ����

� FILTERING ALGORITHM PROPERTY

ANALYSIS

We analyse some statistical properties of the proposed
�lter by using simulated images in order to get quanti�
tative estimates of the behavior of the �lter� The prop�
erties analyzed include the e�ciency of multiplicative
noise reduction and the edge preservation ability� They
were compared to the basic sigma �lter as well as to
linear� median� and local statistic Lee �lter� ���� Typ�
ical representation of images as ��bit integer value ��
D arrays was used� therefore� simultaneous analysis of
round�o� error in�uence on �lters properties could be
performed�

First the study was carried out for simulated homo�
geneous region that had the size �	� � �	� pixels and
Itij � ��� for all i� j� The multiplicative noise parameter
�� varied in the range ���	 � � ����� The results of the
noise suppression e�ciency of the �ltering algorithm�
characterized by the ratio of noise relative variances ��f
and ��� respectively after and before processing� are pre�
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Figure �� Noise suppression e�ciencies in terms of
��f	�

�
� in homogenious image regions�

sented in Figure � 
	� 	 pixels scanning window aper�
ture was used for all the �lters� It is seen that � due to
quantization and round�o� errors even linear �lter does
not reach the predicted e�ciency of noise suppression
��f	�

�
� � �	NA� � the proposed modi�ed sigma �lter

outperforms essentially its basic counterpart and local
statistic Lee �lter� for relatively small �� values its noise
suppression e�ciency can be comparable to median �l�
ter�
The ability of �lters to preserve edges was investi�

gated by using horizontal ��element width strip image
with contrast of the average values of the strips being
equal to � 
It�ij � ���� It�ij � ��� Obviously� when the
scanning window aperture size is 	 � 	 pixels it con�
tains the elements of di�erent strips for any position�
In other words� this kind of test data is favourable for
median �lter� In many other situations its edge preser�
vation ability is more poor� In Figure � we give the
ratios of parameters �f	�p de�ned as

�f �
�

NIm

ImaxX
i��

JmaxX
j��


Ifij � Itij
�
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�

NIm

ImaxX
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Iij � Itij
��

where NIm � ImaxJmax denotes the total image size�
These are� in fact� the integral variances 
discrepances
of considered images and the true one after and before
image processing� The argument axis corresponds to
root mean square value �� 
for Figures � and ��
It is easy to see that it is expedient to use modi�ed

sigma �lter for rather wide range of variation of mul�
tiplicative noise variances� ��� � ���� � � ����� which is
typical for radar images�
Some results of di�erent �ltering algorithm applica�

tion to radar remote sensing data are presented be�
low� Figure � demonstrates the image obtained by the
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Figure �� Edge preservation abilities in terms of �f	�p
in a synthetic strip image�

airborne side�look radar with operation wavelength �
cm� Homogeneous region histogram analysis has shown
that the multiplicative noise distribution was Gaussian�
��� � ����� The output of median 
	 � 	 �lter is pre�
sented in Figure �� It smoothed large size object sharp
corners and almost eliminated the details 
the roads
between agricultural �elds accepting them as several
spikes� Figure 	 shows the result of basic sigma �lter
application and Figure � presents the output of modi�ed
sigma �lter� Their visual comparison shows that both
�lters are characterized by almost the same edge�detail
preservation properties but the modi�ed one has higher
e�ciency of noise suppression for homogeneous regions�
It was also proved by results of image local statistical
analysis� they match well with theoretical ones� Note�
that all the images have been gamma corrected in order
to make the details more visible�

Finally� we want to emphasize the importance of the
robust properties of the �lter� They are useful while
processing real radar data which is often corrupted by
spikes because of coding�decoding errors arising from
image transfer from airborne or satellite carrier to ter�
restrial processing� For radar test image spikes were not
observed because it was formed and recorded just on
board of the aircraft and then sampled and processed
by laboratory computer�
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